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Abizaid, John G. The Enlightenment of the World. 1912
(from the cover: "The book contains proof that the earth is flat and stationary.")


Burney, Gerry. Flat Earth & Genesis 2010 (More religious /theological then scientific)


Carana, Radha. Flat Earth Within the Globe, Truth Series. 2016.


Cook, Frederick H. The terrestrial plane; or, The true figure of the earth. [London, 1908] 64 p. Held by the British Library under shelf
Davenport, Walter. They call me a flathead. Collier's, v. 79, May 14, 1927: 30–.


Dubay, Eric. The Flat Earth Conspiracy. (Kindle) 2014.

Ebbing, Gustav f. Mechanical Proof Earth is not a globe. 1927 (rare book) reprint: https://www.amazon.com/Mechanical-proof-earth-not-globe/dp/B00088BLE8 Paul Bales reviews the book here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYjl36sqLTk


Fludd, Roberti. Cosmic Meteorology. AKA Meteorologica Cosmica. 1600
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Garcia, Zen. The Flat Earth as Key to Decrypt the Book of Enoch. 2015.
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God Yahuah (YHWH). The Bible. (Genesis Chapter 1 reference to a firmament or canopy over the Earth separating waters from waters)


Gould, Stephen J. The persistently flat earth. Natural history, v. 103, Mar. 1994: 12, 14-. Investigates the relatively recent origin of the notion that scholars of the Middle Ages, with few exceptions, believed the earth was flat.


Harwood, William and M. Stefan Strozier. Complete Proof That the Earth is Flat—Or That the Bible is Fiction. 2013.


Hickson, Gerrald. Kings Dethroned. 1907, 1922.


"Thus the density of the nebular distribution increases outwards, symmetrically in all directions, leaving the observer in a unique position. Such a favoured position, of course, is intolerable; moreover, it represents a discrepancy with the theory, because the theory postulates homogeneity." - Edwin Hubble

Infidel globe; or, Scientific Witchcraft, the emblem of paganism and the refuge of the atheist. [Unknown author] London. 1884.

Johnson, Gilbert. The Book of Light, A Brief Description of the Earth, with a Map Showing its Shape. The earth being flat instead of round, the sun is not stationary but moves. Greer, Mo., 1923. 48 p. (First published in 1890)

Jones, Charles W. The flat earth. Thought, v. 9, Sept. 1934: 296-. Finds that educated persons in the Middle Ages knew that the earth is round.


Kharrouni, Amira, PhD Student thesis. "The Flat Geocentric Model of the Earth, Arguments and Impact of Climate and Paleoclimatic Studies."


Lindsay, Thomas. Astronomical myths—the flat earth. Popular Astronomy, v. 6, Sept. 1898: 405-.


Morse, Charles W. Unpopular truth against popular error in reference to the shape of the earth. Boston, C. J. F. Fletcher, Printer, 1913. 78 p.


Proofs (so-called) of the world's rotundity, examined in the light of facts and common sense, by "Search Truth." [London, Zetetic Society, 1882. 2 p. Rare Bk. Coll. "... the world is as God made it, a circular and motionless plane, with the Sun, Moon, and Stars revolving at very moderate distances above it ..."


Reeves, Scott. Geocentricity: The Debates.

Rowbotham, Samuel. Zetetic Astronomy: Earth Not a Globe (Forgotten Books) Dec 28, 2007 (Also see: Winship, Thomas entry below)
http://zeteticastronomy.com/

Rowbotham, Samuel B. Zetetic Astronomy. A description of several experiments which prove that the surface of the sea is a perfect plane, and that the earth is not a globe. Being the substance of a paper read before the Royal Astronomical Society on the evening of Dec. 8, 1848. By 'Parallax' [pseud.] Birmingham, W. Cornish, 1849. 16 p. illus.

Rowbotham, Samuel B. Zetetic Astronomy. Earth not a globe. An experimental inquiry into the true figure of the earth, proving it a plane, without orbital or axial motion, and the only known material world; its true position in the universe, comparatively recent formation, present chemical condition, and approaching destruction by fire, &c., &c. By "Parallax" [pseud.] The illus. by George Davey. 3d ed., rev. and enl. London, Day, 1881. 430 p. illus. CaBViP; CtY; ICJ


Russell, Jeffrey B. Inventing the Flat Earth. 1991. Debunks the notion that medieval Christians believed the earth was flat. ISBN 978-0-275-95904-3

Salisbury, Brett and Cohen, Lawrence, PhD. Satellites are a Hoax & The Earth is Flat (Easily Proven) 2015.

Salisbury, Brett, et. al. The Flat Earth Bible. 2015.


Serland, F. S. Did the Older Ecclesiastical Writers Deny the Sphericity of the Earth? American Catholic Quarterly Review, v. 43, Apr. 1918: 340-.


Smith, Mark A. God of our Flat Earth. 2016.

Sphere (The). June 11th, 1921, London. Newspaper article on the scientific experiment to verify the motion of the Earth. "But to the
experimenters’ [Michelson and Morley] surprise no difference was discernible. The experiment was tried through numerous angles, but the motion through the aether was NIL.”


“Ten Miles High in an Air-Tight Ball.” Popular Science. August, 1931. p. 23 (Pre-NASA cgi images, pre-fish-eye lens cameras, pre-curved airplane windows) Belgian physicist Auguste Piccard in 1931 at 52,000 feet . . . “[the Earth] seemed a flat disk with an upturned edge . . . .”

Univ. of Zagreb, Croatia. (Scientific Paper) (See Popov entry above.) Observed motion of the Earth can be accounted for in a Geocentric model under Mach’s principal. In other words, the Heliocentric model is not the sole possibility for the perception of the Earth’s movement.


White, Andrew D. The Form of the Earth. In His a History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom. v. 1. New York, D. Appleton, 1896. p. 89-.


Wise, Carl S. The Bible and the earth's shape. Science, v. 113, Feb. 2, 1951: 128. Declares that "the Bible itself nowhere states that the earth is flat."

Whitrow, G. J. “The Structure and Evolution of the Universe,” 1949, 1959, (“...what might have happened if such an experiment [Michelson & Morley] could have been performed in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries when men were debating the rival merits of the Copernican and Ptolemaic systems. The result would surely have been interpreted as conclusive evidence for the immobility of the Earth, and therefore as a triumphant vindication of the Ptolemaic system and irrefutable falsification of the Copernican hypothesis.” p. 79.)

Woofson, Ossipoff. The Flat Earth and Her Moulder. Knowledge, v. 5,
Mar. 28–Apr. 4, 1884: 213, 233. The former secretary of the Zetetic Society "promises to show the nature of the deceptions practiced by some at least among the advocates of the flat-earth theory."

**MAPS**

Azimuthal Equidistant and other map projections at Ball State University
http://cardinalscholar.bsu.edu/bitstream/123456789/193973/1/Maps_and_Cartography_Map_Projections.pdf

Eisenhauer William A. Universal planisphere.
https://www.google.com/patents/US3858334
(Note of interest: See Patent Citations at bottom of above page referencing Alexander Gleason's 1892 flat earth map.)

Ferguson’s 1893 Map of the Flat and Stationary Earth – Prof. Orlando Ferguson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-ccnuEWATI

Gleason's New Standard Map Of The World – (Flat Earth map of 1893)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wqfw5T1SSDw

Hammond Air Age Map of the World. A Polar Projection. 1945 (flat earth map)

**ONLINE SOURCES**

200 Proofs the Earth is Not a Spinning Ball - Dubay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5i_iDyUTCg

Astronauts on Wires
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz9Bzi_GyD0

Various Flat Earth Maps Online (images to enlarge)
http://www.flat-earther.co.uk/flat-earth-maps/

AutoCAD indicates Earth is flat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=merfnpUpDS0

Airy’s Failure Explained in detail _ Stove pipe analogy
http://www.geocentricity.com/bal/no066/vdkamp.html
Axis of Evil (Globalist, we have a problem.)
Non random Cosmic radiation

Balloon Flight - little piggy @ 100,000 feet = flat horizon
Nature of lens - horizon at top shows curve of earth, at middle shows flat earth, at bottom shows concave earth. The horizon "takes the shape of the lens." The lens is curved at top like the top of a ball so the horizon showing thru the top of the lens looks curved like the top of a globe. But the bottom of the lens is curved upside down, so the horizon showing thru this section of the lens makes the horizon look concaved. The middle of the lens is the only place that is most accurate and shows a flat horizon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQITXbcz2hg

Balloon Flight - science experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-4rpxYk2eg

Barbour and Bertotti. Mach’s Principle and the Structure of Dynamical Theories.

Barbour and Bertotti. Gravity and Inertia in a Machian Framework. 1977 scientific paper. (Supports a geocentric Earth.)
http://www.mbowden.info/barbour.htm

Best quotes on the nature and shape of Earth from prominent scientists... Einstein, Hubble, Ellis, etc. --go to minute 3:30.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1jeL7VpImI

BeyondHorizons Landscape Photography
Pic de Finestrelles – Pic Gaspard (Ecrins) | 443 km.
https://beyondhorizons.eu/2016/08/03/pic-de-finestrelles-pic-gaspard-ecrins-443-km/

Full text below:
http://archive.org/stream/onehundredproofs00carp/onehundredproofs00carp_djvu.txt

Curvature Calculator
http://dizzib.github.io/earth/curve-calc/index.html?d0=63.634&h0=3.5&unit=metric

Curve Calculator
https://www.metabunk.org/curve/?d=6.43737991570253&h=114&r=6371&u=m&a=a&fd=60&fp=3264

Darwin, Newton and Einstein : At the End of Their Rope
Eclipse of Sun Not Caused by Moon – photo evidence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WtHrqj8CC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RjxWyTejIA

Fake Picture—How easy to Fake Pictures of Earth from space
Viewed from Earth, the sky is ocean. clouds are seen over the “ocean.”
(the sky looks like oceans covered by clouds).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHVhdu3HVtg

Flat Earth Rotating Sky
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wkMz_Y4MNw

Petzer, Phd & David Weiss – Flat Earth Debate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIuLU8asI-8

FE – Quick Facts, Very Basic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzQmGJp18uw

Flat Earth - Simplified, Summarized, and Theorized
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5YQ0dMJEjsk

Flat Earth References – Library of Congress

Fiennes, Sir Ranulph. First Circumpolar navigator, or Fake Stunt Man for the Elite?

Force Field Around Earth

Flat Earth Engineer – Brian Mullins
https://www.youtube.com/user/MullkyB

FOUCAULT PENDULUM

Groves, David, Phd Photography Analysis

Geocentric Censorship
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1jeL7VpImI
Grupp, Jeffrey. The Zetetic Earth Sky Dome
http://firmamentofpower.net/ http://Zeteticism.com

Hall, Glenn, J.D. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktOvGWDvO6E
His review of Edward Hendrie’s The Greatest Lie on Earth:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyV9pd-E2ug

Heliocentric Theory is Wrong

Hawking, Stephen. Suppression and mind control
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1QxgueQLgw

Hickson, Gerreld. Kings Dethroned - a review of the book by Gerreld Hickson
https://aplanetruth.info/26a-how-did-the-kings-of-astronomy-get-it-so-wrong-part-i-copernicus-newton/

Hollow Earth Bibliography
http://www.skepticfiles.org/flateart/hollow.htm

Hubble, Edwin. The Observational Approach to Cosmology. 1937. (“The [geocentric] hypothesis cannot be disproved but it is unwelcome and would be accepted only as a last resort…. p. 40)
https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Sept04/Hubble/paper.pdf

NASA-New Govt Report Casts Doubt on Future NASA’s Mars Spacecraft

Men Who Believe the Earth is Flat
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyNPWFz40XeHT2pWAwoSD3g

Moon Hoax Now https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KsH2M4m4zM

PRINCIPLE - The Principle Movie Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=p8cBvMCucTg
http://www.fixedearth.com/quotes---contemporary-scientists.html

AutoCAD and Dr. Zak indicate sun is not 93,000,000 miles away.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPHckG3o6NQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1TUpNkHcAM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_9cFTQg7NE

Kansas Flatter than a Pancake

Lisle, Jason, phd. – Physicist. Globe reasoning.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbYbCB5Zj_E

Michelson, Morley, Sagnac, Airy – Experimental science Review/Demo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXrM191t_nc

Michelson’s 1880s experiments – article

Reasons for Flat – 50 links and apparently good reasons
http://www.thegoeocentricgnostic.com/?p=2702
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPHckG3o6NQ


Sagitta – Math of the globe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYGUIkbsxac

Sargent, Mark https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iaonzw_uyjo

Spherical Earth per Wikipedia –
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_Earth

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1982AN....303...47S
Commentary about the relationship between Einstein and Michelson related to Einstein’s knowledge of and influence from Michelson’s 1882 experiment.

Submarine Cables
https://www.telegeography.com/telecom-resources/submarine-cable-map/index.html

Subsea Cable by Microsoft & Facebook

Telescopic Lens viewing 7 miles distance – good math
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqUd2W2RqCw
Top Reasons Earth is Round
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_W280R_Jt8

Van Allen Radiation Belt

Who Built the Moon – Christopher Knight, Alan Butler
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvMTCMYc5cc

Worldslastchance.com & Flat Earth Links
http://www.worldslastchance.com/
Flat Earth links:

World beyond the poles
https://archive.org/details/WorldsBeyondThePolesPhysicalContinuityOfTheUniverseFinalWithAddedPages
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